ABSTRACT. We consider the space of Henstock integrable functions of two variables. Equipped with the Alexiewicz norm the space is proved to be barrelled. 
where A((a,b),r) stands for the disk centered at (a,b) of radius r, then n Z f(xi,Yi) %(Ii)-f
f(x,y)dxdy < , REMARK.
In the one-dimensional case the dual of the space of Henstock-integrable functions is given by the class of multipliers (see [6] U U is a neighborhood of zero, and so is . 
for every n and i. Notice that since B(I is nowhere dense in X(I for every n, n n there is at least one i such that B(Ii)" is nowhere dense in x(Ii). 
Now only finitely many terms on the right-hand side of (28) 
